
Smart Performance 
Case Study
Budget: £200 per month
Business Sector: 
Hardware Stores
Hardware Retail, Lawnmowers,  
Hardware/DIY  Stores, DIY Shop, DIY/
Hardware Tools, Electrical Supplies, 
Hardware Shop, Lawnmower Repairs, 
Lawnmower Servicing,  
Decorating Supplies



Campaign details

Customer Details

Business Category Hardware Stores

Sub Categories/Ad Groups
Hardware Retail, Lawnmowers, Hardware/DIY  Stores, DIY Shop, DIY/Hardware Tools, Electrical 
Supplies, Hardware Shop, Lawnmower Repairs, Lawnmower Servicing, Decorating Supplies

Budget £200 Per Month 

Channels All

Start Date 1st August 2020

Campaign Status Live

Campaign Location Targeting
Hull, HU12 7 mile radius, Hornsea, 11 mile radius, Cottingham - 6 mile radius,  
Brough - 5 mile radius

Campaign Gender Targeting Men

Campaign Age Targeting 30 to 65 ages old

Campaign Interest Targeting Gardening, Home Improvement

Campaign Tracking Online & Call
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Campaign overview

Customer background
This company is a family run business specialising in hardware 
goods, DIY, garden equipment and lawnmowers. 

Objective: Traffic to site
The customer wishes to generate clicks to their website to 
encourage people to find out more, purchase or use their 
maintenance and repair services.

What we did with Smart Performance
All channels were utilised to help the customer reach their click 
goal. They wanted to specifically target only males between 
30 and 65 and selected 5 different locations to target the 
demographic, who would have interest in gardening and home 
improvement. The budget was split across display, social and 
search to generate traffic to their site across 8 months. Email and 
form submits were tracked as conversions, as well as calls. Within 
search 13 ad groups were created, and social and display focused 
on contact us prompts.
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Campaign ads

Search Ads Instagram Ad Facebook Ad Display Ad
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Campaign results - 8 months

Estimated  
min clicks 114*

Estimated  
max clicks 488*

Achieved Monthly 
 clicks 366

2,931 Clicks 

91 Total conversions of which: 

87 On-site conversions 

4 Calls

* Estimated click range generated from the Smart Performance tool

Results are correct at time of publication and based on specific campaign criteria. This is not a guarantee of future performance.
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Campaign results
 Over 8 months the campaign generated 2.9k clicks. Cost-Per-Click was £0.48 ,  

 74% below the target

 Traffic to the site was largely gained from Facebook, followed by display and  
 Google search. These 3 channels held the majority of the budget allocation

 Facebook brought in 22% of total conversions helping drive form submits with  
 ads that used very clear messaging and focused on ‘contact us’ as a call to action

 70% of conversions came from Google search from a range of ad groups focused  
 on key products and services

Results are correct at time of publication and based on specific campaign criteria. This is not a guarantee of future performance.
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Campaign results £200 per month
Budget was distributed across channels to help reach click objectives. Clicks were mainly brought in from Facebook, but 
Google search generated more conversions than any other channel.

Spend by Channel Clicks by Channel Conversions Distribution

 Bing     Display   

  Facebook     Google

 Bing     Display   

  Facebook     Google

  Display   

  Facebook     Google

39%

35%

17%

9%

19%

50%

23%

7%

8%

70%

22%

Results are correct at time of publication and based on specific campaign criteria. This is not a guarantee of future performance.
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